Carbon Consulting
IMPROVE

Keep your momentum going.
There are even more opportunities for positive progress now that your
carbon reduction projects are under way. Continue to capture progress and
momentum in your energy and emissions reduction program by working
with our team of experts to ensure system are maintained and optimized
while routinely evaluating and adjusting your sustainability goals.

Let’s keep your energy goals on track.
With carbon offset projects up and running, you have a unique opportunity to continue refining and
advancing your sustainability goals. Working with our team, you’ll have a side-by-side partner to help
continuously facilitate your program while also keeping an eye on your energy and emissions targets.
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Track
As new systems and processes are implemented, we’ll work with you to
routinely follow up and inspect the work that was done, as well as report any
savings earned and additional areas of maintenance that may be required.
Advise
When projects reach their target goal, our teams will regroup to recommend
where to focus your time and energy next. We specialize in advising on new
equipment, connecting you to the right on-site renewable energy experts
and other custom initiatives that maximize your reduction efforts.
Innovate
Complex energy challenges require creative solutions. Together with your
organization, we can create new ideas and initiatives to ensure your approach
to carbon reduction is always current, and most importantly, successful.

Key areas of focus
Behavior
Saving energy often starts
with simple behavioral
changes to use less each day.

Equipment
Upgrading outdated
equipment to certified,
energy-efficient models
ensures your savings last.
On-site generation
Producing on-site
renewable energy is likely
easier and more affordable
than you think.

Our all-in-one carbon consulting solution.

Offsets

Customer-centric UI

Secure data storage

Customer service and support

CUSUM or regression modeling

Project management and reporting

ESG reporting standards

We change the way people use energy,
Contact: info@clearesult.com // CLEAResult.com

for businesses

Purchasing carbon offsets
for any remaining energy
usage lets you reach your
goals with ease.

Scan here for more details.

